TJ FORM 6  
IJS Data Comparison Sheet

Complete the table below by listing the name each trial judge across the top row and then listing their GOE and program component scores below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trial Judge Name</th>
<th>GOE - Element 1</th>
<th>GOE - Element 2</th>
<th>GOE - Element 3</th>
<th>GOE - Element 4</th>
<th>GOE - Element 5</th>
<th>GOE - Element 6</th>
<th>GOE - Element 7</th>
<th>GOE - Element 8</th>
<th>GOE - Element 9</th>
<th>GOE - Element 10</th>
<th>GOE - Element 11</th>
<th>GOE - Element 12</th>
<th>GOE - Element 13</th>
<th>GOE - Element 14</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Components**
- Skating Skills
- Transitions
- Perform/Exec
- Choreography
- Interpretation

**Instructions for use**: This form is to be used to compare JET and Trial Judge GOE and program component scores. Provide **five copies** to each JET for each **event** (junior and senior only). The JET should choose five skaters per event to discuss in detail. This form should be given to JETs only.
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